
The Fort 
embraced 

the 
beginning of  
summer 

with a silly 
celebration.  

 

Thank you 
all for 

coming out 
and 

getting 
silly with 

us!

The Art of Hope, led by Hope Buchanan, has been a great success! Children (of all ages) and adults are learning to appreciate 
the many different art styles. They are learning the values of colors, the color of the outdoors, the quality of line painting, 
the creativity in marble painting, an intro to watercolors, techniques of salt painting, hands-on in clay sculpture, use of 
everyday items in bubble painting and the art of tracing using contour line drawing.  With so much more to come, you can 
continue to follow our posts on facebook, or better yet, bring your friends and family to be a part of our program. 



Busy Body Motor Lab meets every Friday.  Children 
learn the rules of the lab, including following 

instructions, learning boundaries and taking turns.  
Every group begins with a warm up drill and 

transitions into the ‘motor square‛ targeting motor 
planning exercises such as crawling, jumping, rolling, 
twisting, climbing, and kicking.  Motor development 
activities surrounding group play follow using activities surrounding group play follow using 
balance and coordination exercises to motivate 
team activities.   Movement slows at the end with 
guided stretching, yoga breathing, parachute play 

and/or ribbon dancing with streamers. 

“Physical fitness is not only one of the most important keys to a healthy body, it 
is the basis of dynamic and creave intellectual acvity.”  -- John F. Kennedy

The Alert Program (“How Does Your Engine Run?”) is a program which teaches both children and 
adults self-regulation. At the Fort, using the example of a car engine, our children can identify and 
adapt their “own” engines and determine whether their “engine” is running, too high, too low, or just 
right.  Our children learn how to regulate their state of being so that it is appropriate (“just right”)            

for given situations, whether they are at school, at home or 
even in an active setting, such as a playground. Methods for 
calming and “tuning” engines are sensory based (based on our 
five senses – vision, hearing, smell, taste and touch). This is why 
you may often see participants chewing on gummies, pushing on 
walls or bouncing on large balls.  How do you get your engine up 
and going for the day – drinking coffee, taking a brisk walk, 
listening to jazzy music? And, at night, how do you slow your listening to jazzy music? And, at night, how do you slow your 
engine – drinking hot chocolate, rocking in a rocking chair, or 
gazing at the moon and the stars? We are all trying to get our 
engines into a “just right” state!   Look for us again in October 
with a follow up by Gerry Mueller, LOT at our parent meeting.
         


